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Message from Chief Erik M. Costa

In my twenty-six years in law enforcement, I have had the
opportunity to experience many things. I have seen hot-button issues rise and
recede, new trends flash and vanish, budgets of plenty and budgets of want, as well
as administrations come and go. Amidst all of the change and seeming instability,
there is one thing that has remained constant; The commitment of the men and
women of the Middletown Police Department to serving the residents of the City
of Middletown.
As we evolve and fine-tune our mission, vision, values, and goals over time,
it is always with the knowledge that we have the City of Middletown’s finest in
place to implement those standards. I believe that our officers and staff are
fortified to navigate the challenges we face on a daily basis, whether that be in
developing new and better partnerships in our communities, improving our
responsiveness to those in need, or investing in our officers and staff to become
highly effective leaders.
As we traverse into the 21st century, together we look to the future of this
agency, we admittedly do not know everything that it will hold; but it is with
confidence and pride that I challenge all members of the Middletown Police
Department to continue our century-long tradition of serving the City of
Middletown so to enhance the quality of life through a commitment to excellence,
professionalism, and integrity.

Sincerely,

Erik M. Costa
Chief of Police
Middletown Police Department
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Middletown Police Department
Overview
Since 1870 The Middletown Police Department has served and protected the citizens of the
City of Middletown. The Middletown Police provides a full range of law enforcement services to
the City, and is in partnership with neighboring communities and state agencies. The Middletown
Police Department is the largest law enforcement agency in Middlesex County, which is in the top
third of municipal police departments in the State of Connecticut. The Middletown Police
Department covers 42 square miles and a population of approximately 49,000 people. The Police
Department consists of 116 sworn officers, 4 sworn reserve officers and 25 civilian full time and
part time personnel. The operational mission of the Middletown Police Department is: 1) Delivery
of full-service policing coverage to the City of Middletown using 21st Century Policing Methods;
2) delivery of specialized investigative services (Major Investigations, Street Crime, Special
Investigations, Fire Investigation & Community Services) as well as emergency services
(emergency rescue teams, crisis negotiators, K9, dive teams, marine, and search and rescue)
resources; 3) primary law enforcement responsibility for all City operated and staffed facilities,
including Middletown City Hall, Community Centers, Senior Center, Middletown Board of
Education and other facilities occupied by City employees; and 4) our core mission traditional city
patrol services.
Through our Citywide delivery of specialized investigative services, the Middletown Police
presently and will continue to be actively engaged in collaborative policing efforts with
partnerships in State, Federal and Municipal law enforcement agencies. Some of these partnerships
include Capital Region Chiefs of Police, Connecticut POST Academy, Town of Portland Police
Department, Town of East Hampton Police Department and the Connecticut State Police. In
addition, undercover Middletown Police Officers are working cooperatively in task forces with
State and Federal law enforcement counterparts. These initiatives are further supported by the
efforts by U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency, Statewide Narcotics Task Force, Federal Bureau of
Investigations, Statewide Urban Violence Cooperative Crime Control Task Force, Firearms Task
Force, and the Connecticut Intelligence Center (CTIC).
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Mission & Goals
It is the mission of the Middletown Police Department to proudly serve in partnership with the
community through a commitment to excellence, professionalism and integrity.
In striving to accomplish our mission, we embody our core values with Respect, Service, Trust
and Duty:

RESPECT
We must respect ourselves, our peers, those we serve, and
the sanctity of the law and the institution that is the
Middletown Police Department.

SERVICE
We recognize that customer service is our highest
priority. We are committed to providing caring,
competent, and professional police service.

TRUST
We must solemnly value the trust that has been placed in
us by those we are sworn to serve, and we are committed
to holding ourselves to a higher standard of accountability
to continually earn their respect each and every day.

DUTY
We do not swerve from the path of our obligations, nor do
we depart from standards of professional conduct. We
obey the law and enforce it without any consideration of
class, color, creed, or condition.
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Multi-year Priorities and Goals
1. TRAFFIC AND PUBLIC SAFETY
Purpose: Road and Community Safety Through Accident and Crime Reduction via Data
Driven Approaches to Crime and Traffic Safety
1.1

Improve roadway/traffic safety within the City of Middletown.

1.2

Enhance personal safety and protect property by reducing overall crime rates within the
City of Middletown.

1.3

Increase percentage of criminal cases closed through comprehensive investigations and
arrests.

1.4

Identify, recognize and respond to emerging law enforcement trends.

2. SERVICE
Purpose: Community & Enhanced Policing Initiatives; New Entry and Lateral Hiring of
Police Officers; Proper Staffing Levels and Priority Assignments

2.1 Ensure sworn and civilian staffing levels are sufficient to maintain effective operations and
provide efficient quality service to the citizens of the City of Middletown.
2.2 Move the Middletown Police Department toward CALEA accreditation.
2.3 Promote sworn and civilian personnel through training, education, technological
enhancements and professional development.
2.4 Engage in proactive community policing and information sharing projects within the City of
Middletown and the other municipal, state and federal agencies we partner with.
2.5 Have command staff attend FBI-NA.
2.6 Ensure commitment to hiring Recruits Class for 2022.
2.7 Ensure commitment to hiring Recruits Class for 2023.
2.8 Ensure commitment to hiring Recruits Class for 2024.
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3. EFFICIENCY
Purpose: Increase Efficiency by Consolidating Similar Functions on a Citywide Level;
Upgrading City Computer Systems; Expanding Administrative Automation Efforts to Reduce
Backlogs; Investing in Capital Improvements / Redeveloping or Replacing Antiquated
Existing Systems
3.1

Improvement and new partnership with the City of Middletown in a Citywide Automated
Biometric Identification System (ABIS).

3.2

Redevelopment of City own properties to house multiple Middletown Police Specialized
Units as well as other Divisions of City of Middletown Emergency and Community
Services/Programs.

3.3

Development and Construction of a new Firearms Training Facility in partnership with
municipal, state and federal partnerships.

3.4

Develop a comprehensive agency plan and coordinate with partner City Departments and
committees to obtain funding for site, design, and construct/repurpose a City Building to
house MPD Emergency Services Division.

3.5

Continue to promote department wide and Citywide processes for improvement projects
in collaboration with the office of the Mayor of Middletown, Common Council and the
other partnering City commissions and stakeholders.

3.6

Continue to improve IT infrastructure.

4. LEADERSHIP
Purpose: Professionalism, Ethics, Training, Career Development & Counseling

4.1

For the Middletown Police Department to uphold the highest level of professionalism,
ethics, and standards.

4.2

Career development through leadership and educational training, career counseling,
promotions, and equal opportunity.

4.3

Development Mental Health services through leadership for officers in need of Peer
Support Services.
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Long Term Goals
Middletown Police Department
The City of Middletown Police Department is committed to continually identifying critical
personnel needs and staffing levels within the department that are essential to achieving our
mission. The department recognizes that in light of the difficult economic, social and uncertain
times that we face, that each commander, manager and supervisor within the department takes
appropriate steps to ensure the most efficient utilization of their personnel and resources.
Additionally, we are committed to rehabilitating, reallocating and enhancing our facilities, fleet,
and our information technology infrastructure with the specific purpose of achieving our mission
while enhancing efficiencies through process improvements and working within budgetary and
fiscal constraints.
The leadership of the Middletown Police Department provides its managers with the autonomy
in determining how, or by what method, they can accomplish their strategic goals and thereby
contribute to the overall success of the department. The leadership looks at the mission as the
department’s primary task. The goals are viewed as intermediate objectives that contribute to the
overall mission.
The strategic plan provides the foundation and parameters to satisfy the department’s goals and
ultimately, the mission. The leadership has intentionally provided a strategic plan that is broad
enough for each manager within the department to contribute to the overall department mission.
Managers are to utilize their individual leadership skill sets in an effort to achieve the goals and
objectives of the strategic plan consistent with the overall department mission.
Each goal within the strategic plan is italicized and is intended to assist managers in
understanding the overall objectives of the department. These goals serve as prompts in applying
the strategic plan by utilizing each manager’s skill set to strive forward in accomplishing the
overall mission of the department.
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Goal #1
TRAFFIC AND PUBLIC SAFETY
Purpose: Roadway and Community Safety through Accident and Crime Reduction via Data
Driven Approaches to Crime and Traffic Safety

1.1

To improve roadway safety by reducing serious injury accidents and fatal motor crashes
through education, visibility, enforcement and data driven evaluations.

Education:
Through the use of public service announcements via Social Media, radio and television, safety
talks at schools and businesses, traffic services, demonstrations of child seat installations and
“Click It or Ticket”, Driving Under the Influence, and Distracted Driving campaigns; our goal is
to educate the general public on safe driving.
Visibility and Enforcement:
To work with the Patrol Commander and supervisors to maximize visibility of personnel and
to conduct vigorous motor vehicle enforcement for speeding, seatbelts, driving under the influence
as well as aggressive, and distracted driving violations. The use of traditional (marked) and
untraditional (unmarked) patrol vehicles will be utilized to create a sense of omnipresence on the
City’s roadways.
Data-Driven Accident Evaluations:
Utilizing Data Driven Approaches to Crime and Traffic Safety (NEXGEN), expansion and
enhancement of access to real-time and up-to-date accident information at the level of Patrol
Supervisors will allow them to more effectively utilize and deploy available resources to address
traffic crash issues, enforcement activities and crime prevention initiatives in their respective areas
of responsibility.
Grant Funding:
The agency will continue to work with, apply for, and obtain grants from our partnering local
and state agencies, to include the Connecticut Chiefs of Police Association, Department of
Transportation, State of Connecticut Office of Policy and Management (OPM) and Department of
Motor Vehicles, as well as seek other additional funding sources, which will allow for the increase
of resources to improve our highway safety initiatives and goals.
REVIEW:
To monitor, review, and evaluate all enforcement initiatives and activities as well as new laws
and court decisions.
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1.2



Consistency of enforcement; Patrol assignments; Regular reviews; Revise and monitor
enforcement initiatives; Supervisory review of performance; Customer feedback;
Annual report; Measures of success; Diversity review; Self-assessment of all levels;
Technology program to collect data; Audits; Community interaction; Enforcements
initiatives; and Program measures.



To provide department members the appropriate education and training in the
enforcement and application of local, state and federal laws and regulations.



Entry level and in-service training for all members.



To provide information and training to the public regarding the department’s
enforcement of local, state and federal laws and regulations.



Legal interpretations; Citizen police academies; Education of the public and media;
Public safety announcements; Annual report; Network with other Law Enforcement
professionals and City of Middletown Stakeholders; Descriptions of available
resources; and Community outreach.



Apply for additional funding through grants and other sources. Additional funding will
enhance our resources through State and Federal grants in addition to working closely
with other Federal, State and Local law enforcement partners to enhance efficiency.

Enhance public safety and protect property by reducing overall crime rates in the City of
Middletown.

Data Driven Criminal Activity Evaluations
Utilizing Data Driven Approaches to Crime & Traffic Safety (DDACTS), Middletown
Police Commanders will deploy their personnel based on statistical analysis of criminal patterns
and trends.

Utilization of Field Technology
Field personnel will continue to utilize enhanced technological assets (i.e. License Plate
Readers, E-ticketing, Social Media Monitoring) to focus on reoccurring criminal activity in areas
of identified concern.

1.3
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Increasing the percentage of criminal cases closed through comprehensive investigations
and arrests.
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Case Tracking
On a quarterly basis, the Support Services Unit will track the clearance rates of both
misdemeanor and felony offences committed in the City of Middletown. Statistically significant
changes in this will be passed to Patrol Operations to determine if there are any performance issues.
1.4

Identify, recognize and respond to emerging law enforcement trends.

The Administrative Services Division, Patrol Division, Investigative Services Division and
Professional Standards Division will continually research and implement nationally recognized
best practices whenever feasible. This will include, but not be limited to, improvements to training
curriculums, patrol and officer safety techniques, policies and procedures and modernizing field
equipment.
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Goal #2
SERVICE
Purpose: Community & Enhanced Policing Initiatives; Proper Staffing Levels & Priority
Assignments
2.1 Hire Entry Level Police Officers in 2023.
Ensure the Professional Standards Division of the Middletown Police Department continue to
work with the City of Middletown Human Resources Department to continually move the entry
level selection process forward.
Continue to attract the highest quality of diverse candidates, through job fairs, community
police forums, college visits, media campaigns, social media postings and throughout the
department with the emphasis on the fact that “Every Middletown Police Officer is a Recruiter”.
2.2 Hire Entry Level Police Officers in 2024.
Ensure the Professional Standards Division of the Middletown Police Department continue to
work with the City of Middletown Human Resources Department to continually move the entry
level selection process forward.
Continue to attract the highest quality of diverse candidates, through job fairs, community
police forums, college visits, media campaigns, social media postings and throughout the
department with the emphasis on the fact that “Every Middletown Police Officer is a Recruiter”.
2.3 Hire Entry Level Police Officers in 2025.
Ensure the Professional Standards Division of the Middletown Police Department continue to
work with the City of Middletown Human Resources Department to continually move the entry
level selection process forward.
Continue to attract the highest quality of diverse candidates, through job fairs, community
police forums, college visits, media campaigns, social media postings and throughout the
department with the emphasis on the fact that “Every Middletown Police Officer is a Recruiter”.
2.4 Ensure sworn and civilian staffing levels are sufficient to maintain effective operations and
provide efficient quality service to the citizens of the City of Middletown.
The City of Middletown (Police Department) is proud to be serving since 1870. The
Middletown Police Department, has four Divisions within the Department to include
Administration, Patrol, Professional Standards, and the Investigation Services Division. The Police
Department is tasked with the protection of the City’s residents and visitors, and the promotion of
public safety through the appropriate enforcement of local and state laws.
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Staffing History
As of January 01, 2022, the Middletown Police Departments current staffing 116 sworn
positions, of which number 106 are filled and 10 are vacant. The majority, 98 or 95 percent, were
assigned to the field. An additional 8 or 5 percent were assigned to administrative assignments
and perform sworn duties.
Of the 106 filled sworn positions, a total of were unavailable for a full duty sworn assignment
for several reasons including four (4) who sustained on-the-job injuries and were recuperating on
worker’s compensation status; Three (3) on leave status’ including paternal leave, medical leave
and family medical leave; eight on military leave; and three for disciplinary reasons. Another five
(5) recent entry level officers are currently in the training process, and five (5) in the lateral process
that will have a forecast staffing level of 116 officers available for full duty assignment. Upon
completion of the entry level and lateral field training, the number of officers available for full
duty assignment will rise to 116 operational sworn officers to include 56 patrol officers
Patrol strength did not change appreciably for a number of years however, City demographics
and the number and nature of calls for service have. The Middletown Police Department continued
to successfully operate with its current staffing levels, however; each year it has become more
challenging to sustain our high standards for public safety and service. The characteristics of the
Police Department have changed noticeably over time: patrol, major investigations, and
specialized units have been under consideration to add one additional officer, for a total of three,
as economic conditions allow. This adjustment would place the Police Department in a position to
accommodate State regulate mandates and mental health police response.
In the Spring of 2022, the Middletown Police Department will look reorganized within the four
Divisions. The Divisions are led by the Chief of Police, who per ordinance reports directly to the
Mayor of the City of Middletown. Each of the four Divisions is commanded by a Captain. The
largest division is the Patrol, which provides direct law enforcement services to the residents and
visitors of the City. The Administrative Services Division provides logistical support to all four
of departments divisions and operates the support services functions of the Police Department. The
Professional Standards Division investigates complaints about department personnel, conducts
recruitment, selection and training of Middletown Police Department personnel, conducts internal
inspections to ensure departments and units are compliant with applicable department policies.
As of February 01, 2022, the Middletown Police workforce includes 116 sworn positions of
which complement, (106) positions are filled and (10) are vacant. Of the 106 filled sworn
positions, four (4) individuals were unavailable for a full duty sworn assignment due to worker’s
compensation leave related to on-the-job injuries, one (1) suspended police powers pending
investigation and for disciplinary or other reasons.
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Monitor Staffing Levels:
Consistently monitor existing staffing levels and attrition to ensure proper staffing of both
sworn and civilian personnel to ensure adequate public safety as well as efficiency within police
department and units based on workload.
Use of Sworn Personnel:
Ensure the minimum use of sworn police officers in administrative positions.
Anticipated Workload and Population Trends:
The current fiscal affairs for City government is requiring not only this department, but all
departments to scrutinize its distribution of resources while meeting their respective goals and
objectives. Now more than ever, City departments are focusing on cost saving measures while
maximizing their efficiencies.
The department’s primary focus is traffic and criminal investigations. Over the past several
years the numbers have remained relatively stable, however the department continues to monitor
trends in calls for service and added responsibilities so as to adequately deploy personnel to areas
requiring the greatest demand. As the City of Middletown budget becomes more clear for future
growth of the police department, we will continue to monitor a scrutinize resources and spending.
With that, the Middletown Police Department will continue to provide essential services to the
public. The department will continue to maintain the quality and efficiency of our core functions
to our stakeholders and the citizens of the City of Middletown.
The current population of the City of Middletown has not significantly changed over the years
and is approximately 47,000 people according to the U.S Census Bureau. Connecticut’s
population (3.5 million) trends show only small growths over the past several years, however,
Connecticut continues to become a more racially and ethnically diverse, as well as in the City, and
our focus is to ensure that our staffing is representative of the public that we serve.
Review:
Ensure the minimum levels are maintained for maximum efficiency and that the department
meets or exceeds operational goals. Continual monitoring of existing staffing levels will be
performed on a monthly basis through each monthly report. Division commanders and units will
continuously monitor existing staffing levels, productivity and efficiency of their respective
divisions.
2.5 Engage in proactive “community” policing projects within the City of Middletown.
“Community” includes, but is not limited to residents and visitors, business and industry, other
federal, state and local agencies and organizations, legislators, the media, schools, and
neighborhoods.
We will continue to utilize resources that have been provided to our police officers to provide
additional services and share information in an effort to reflect the environment police officers
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face today. Deployment of NARCAN to all police officers has proven to be highly effective as a
tool in the struggle against the dramatic expansion of the use of opioids. Additionally, the agency
has, in coordination with Domestic Violence Prevention agencies, utilized the Lethality
Assessment Program (LAP) at all Domestic Violence incidents. This has enhanced police officers’
interactions with victims of Domestic Violence and aided in the prevention of further incidents.
Also, the building of the Middletown Police K9 unit has provided four (4) patrol shepherds,
one (1) drug detector lab, and one (1) service lab.
Training and Education:
To provide quality education, training and information to members of the department and
the public through available community services.


Information resources for the public, disseminated through a multitude of social
media venues;



Public education, interaction and awareness campaigns; citizen police academy;
Coffee with a Cop;



Police Activity League;



Police Explorers;



Mental Health CIT, Mobile Crisis partnership;

Public Relations:
To promote the department’s community policing programs through comprehensive marketing
and public relations initiatives.


Positive community interaction; interaction with the media; social media;
marketing the department; recruitment; incentive; visibility; Youth and Senior
Citizen programs.



Continue expansion in the use of Social Media platforms to disseminate
information and enhance the image of the Middletown Police Department.



Implementation of the Police Activity League to reach out to at risk youth in our
cities most vulnerable areas.

Review:
To monitor, review and evaluate the effectiveness of community policing programs by utilizing
various methods including departmental member evaluations, community feedback and
acceptance. Customer feedback; review process; standards for measuring success.
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2.6:

Engage and foster enhanced policing efforts with other local, state and federal agencies.

Continue to foster and enhance cooperative policing efforts with all local, state and federal
agencies.
Predominantly through our Patrol and Investigative Services Division, inclusive of Major
Investigations Unit, Special Investigations Unit, and the Street Crime Unit (Narcotics, Gangs, Auto
Theft, Firearms Investigation), S.W.A.T. and Traffic Unit, we will continue to work
collaboratively with our brother and sister agencies in all aspects of policing.
Additionally, our administrative and regulatory personnel assigned to the Administrative
Services and Professional Standards Divisions, remain committed to providing a multitude of
support and collaboration with the entire department and as well as other state agencies and our
municipal and federal partners in the criminal justice community.
Review:
To monitor, review and evaluate all of our cooperative policing efforts with local, state and
federal agencies. These efforts will consistently be evaluated by managers and supervisors as well
as documented in the division, administrative and unit monthly reports. All efforts will be
consistently monitored for their productivity and cost effectiveness.
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Goal #3
EFFICIENCY
Purpose: Increase Efficiency by Consolidating Similar Functions Operational Level;
Upgrading Computer Data Systems; Expanding Automation Efforts to Reduce Backlogs;
Investing in Capital Improvements / Redeveloping or Replacing Antiquated Existing
Properties/Equipment
3.1

Redevelopment of the Middletown Firearms Range

The Middletown firearms range, is in a strategically significant location with good access to
limited access highways and within a reasonable distance to the department. As the campus was
primarily constructed prior to residential development, it is in need of significant refurbishment of
its structures so to reduce noise and accommodate 21st century firearms and use of force training.
Upgrading the firearms range will allow for the creation of spaces best suited for patrol and
specialize emergency service units from the Middletown Police Department. Relocating these
various units to a single location will also allow for greater efficiencies in site maintenance,
upkeep, and security costs for vehicles and tactical gear/equipment.
Individual project’s included in this effort include construction of an indoor fully functional
firearms range in partnership with local state and federal law enforcement agencies.

3.2

Develop a comprehensive agency infrastructure plan and coordinate with partner
agencies to obtain funding for related projects to include two combined Communications
and Emergency Service Complex.

We are continually in ongoing discussions with all stakeholders as we plan and move forward
with our infrastructure needs. To begin discussions with the Mayor of Middletown, Common
Counsel, Communications, Fire Departments on developing an Emergency Service Complex that
houses a state of the art communications center as well as specialize response services that
encompass Fire and Police Services

By working closely with our partners in the City, this will allow the department to appropriate
funding and allow the citing and development of a combined Communications and Emergency
Service Complex. This will allow for the replacement of locations that do not reflect the current
needs of the City emergency response. This will result in enhancements to operational needs, fiscal
considerations, and long term planning for the Department.
Review:
During the tenure of this multiyear plan, the department will continue to review and
continuously monitor all aspects of our infrastructure plans and projects. Monthly command staff
and manager meetings will be held to discuss all projects as we prioritize the department’s needs.
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3.4

To utilize LEAN process improvement techniques to improve workflow, reduce backlogs
and enhance unit performance.

The Middletown Police Department will begin to make strides in improving both operational
and administrative processes. We continue to identify opportunities for making our internal and
public serving functions more efficient. Several of these include:


Administration Initiative – As a result of a LEAN initiatives we will look at contractual
services, supply and infrastructure needs to identify cost savings.
1. Recent IT enhancements have allowed for movement towards paperless
management of all incident reports, ticketing, filing and fiscal reporting. This has
the potential to significantly impact not only supply costs, but allow for better use
of available man hours to address customer service requirements.
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Goal #4
LEADERSHIP
Purpose: Professionalism, Ethics, Training and Career Development & Counseling,

4.1 Uphold the highest level of Professionalism, Ethics and Standards.


Open and willing participation in the statutorily mandated Racial Profiling
Prevention Project.



Ensure employee accountability, by conducting thorough, impartial, timely
administrative inquiries and investigations that identify misconduct and protect
employees from false allegations.



Provide fair, timely and just dispositions of complaints where just cause is
established regarding the conduct of employees.



Maintain public trust in the department to investigate all complaints in a
responsive and professional manner without discouraging, interfering or
delaying a citizen’s ability to make a complaint against personnel.



Ensure every supervisor provides the necessary and critical oversight of
personnel and consistently review each employee’s performance and actions.



Continue to provide departmental training to supervisors and managers on how
to conduct administrative inquiries and investigations. In addition, have field
supervisors and managers work collaboratively with Professional Standards.



Continue to recognize and promote personnel with performance recognition
through awards, excellent evaluations, news media, publications and job
enrichment.



Ensure that supervisors and managers continue to conduct performance
compliance checks through the use of department monthly reporting, periodic
personnel reviews, roll call inspections, as well as inspections of departmental
units.



Continue to provide department personnel with expanded training including
topics such as impartial policing, implicit bias, repose to mental health and
racial profiling.

Review:
Continue to monitor, review and evaluate the activities of all Department personnel to ensure
that the highest level of professionalism, ethics and standards are being achieved, practiced and
maintained.
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4.2

Career development through leadership and educational training; career counseling, equal
opportunity and promotions.


To enhance additional leadership training and educational opportunities that serve
to foster career development and advancement.



To enhance the agency wide management and leadership training programs so as
to attract, identify, promote and retain qualified personnel.



To develop and coordinate an agency-wide supervisory training program to
attract, identify, and promote and retain qualified personnel.



To enhance opportunities for professional learning through the use of team
building classes, technology and distance learning platforms.



Through career counseling and training, encourage personnel to attain advanced
formal education for personal and professional growth.



Ensure compliance with all equal opportunities and the Americans with
Disabilities Act.



Continue to work with the City of Middletown Human Resources Department to
provide for fair consistent and equal employment, and promotional opportunities
for all department personnel.

Review:
Consistently monitor, review and evaluate the nature and effectiveness of the work environment
and career development programs. Through consistent evaluations and performance recognition
we will continue to strive for continual improvement and efficiency in our operations for quality
personnel performance and growth.
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This strategic plan represents the long-term agency goals and the
operational objectives for accomplishing our overall mission for the
period of 2022 – 2025. This plan is a working document which will be
updated as needed and a final evaluation will be completed at the end of
the multi-year plan period.
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